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(57) Abstract: A current selectable USB charger includes a USB (universal serial bus) connector, a crossover switch, a pair of
voltage dividers and a power supply. The power supply provides preferably a +5 volt DC voltage to the pair of voltage dividers. The

o pair of voltage dividers includes a first voltage divider and a second voltage divider, each being formed of a pair of series-connected
resistors. The voltage on the junction of the series-connected resistors of the first voltage divider is selectively provided, through the

o crossover switch, to one of the D- pin and the D+ pin of the USB connector. The voltage on the junction of the series-connected res
istors of the second voltage divider is selectively provided, through the crossover switch, to one of the D+ pin and the D- pin of the
USB connector.



CURRENT SELECTABLE USB CHARGER

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 61/571,878, filed on

July 7, 201 1, and entitled "Current Selectable USB Charger", the disclosure of which is incorporated

herein by reference and on which priority is hereby claimed.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to devices for charging electrical equipment, such as

cellular telephones, computers, personal music players and the like.

Description of the Prior Art

Electronic devices, including cellular telephones and personal electronic devices, such as

the iPad ™ and iPod ™ products, require device specific chargers to recharge their internal

batteries. For example, some devices require a 2.1 ampere current to recharge, while others

require a one (1) ampere current. As such, chargers are frequently not interchangeable, requiring

each electronic device to have a specific charger.

Many electronic devices utilize a USB (universal serial bus) connector and cable to

charge their internal batteries. When the charger is connected to the electronic device, the device

senses the capabilities of the charger connected thereto by determining the voltage at the D+ and

D pins on the USB connector. Charging devices commonly set the D+ and D- pins of their

connectors to specific relative values to indicate the capabilities of the charger. For example, a

charger in which the D+ pin is set to a relative low of 2 volts and the D- pin is set to a relative

high of 2.7 volts would be indicating that it is capable of charging at a relatively low current,

such as 1 ampere. Similarly, a charger in which the D+ pin is set to a relative high of 2.7 volts

and the D- pin is set to a relative low of 2 volts would be indicating that it is capable of charging

at a relatively high current, such as 2.1 amperes. If the device determines that the charger is only

capable of supplying an inappropriate current, the device may not be compatible with the charger



and may not accept the charge. For example, an iPod ™ device usually requires a charger that

supplies a 1 ampere current. If an iPod ™ device is connected to a charger that identifies itself

by the relative voltages on the D+ and D- pins as being capable of supplying a 2.1 ampere

current, the iPod ™ device may not accept the charge. As such, it is necessary for a user to use

device-specific chargers to charge personal electronic devices. To overcome this problem, some

universal chargers have two USB connectors for charging at either 2.1 amperes on one connector

or 1 ampere on the other connector.

The present invention provides a novel charging device that overcomes the inherent

disadvantages of the conventional charging devices.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a charger for an electronic device which

can selectively indicate to the electronic device different current capabilities of the charger.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a current selectable charger

connected to a USB (universal serial bus) connector having a D+ pin and a D- pin thereon and

which selectively provides different voltages on the D+ and D- pins of the USB connector.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide a current selectable USB

charger which has current limiting capabilities.

It is yet a further object of the present invention to provide a current selectable USB

charging circuit which overcomes the inherent disadvantages of conventional USB charging

circuits.

In accordance with one form of the present invention, a current selectable USB charger

includes a USB (universal serial bus) connector, a crossover switch, a pair of voltage dividers

and a power supply. The power supply provides preferably a +5 volt DC voltage to the pair of

voltage dividers. Preferably, the pair of voltage dividers includes a first voltage divider and a

second voltage divider, each being formed of a pair of series-connected resistors. The voltage on

the junction of the series-connected resistors of the first voltage divider is selectively provided,

through the crossover switch, to one of the D- pin and the D+ pin of the USB connector. The



voltage on the junction of the series-connected resistors of the second voltage divider is

selectively provided, through the crossover switch, to one of the D+ pin and the D- pin of the

USB connector.

The crossover switch is switchable between at least a first state, in which it provides the

voltage on the junction of the series-connected resistors of the first voltage divider to the D- pin

and the voltage on the junction of the series-connected resistors of the second voltage divider to

the D+ pin of the USB connector, and a second state, in which it provides the voltage on the

junction of the series-connected resistors of the first voltage divider to the D+ pin and the voltage

on the junction of the series-connected resistors of the second voltage divider to the D- pin.

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent

from the following detailed description of illustrative embodiments thereof, which is to be read

in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is schematic block diagram of the charger formed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is schematic block diagram of the charger formed in accordance with a second

embodiment of the present invention, showing the voltage level feedback circuit connected to the

D- pin.

Figure 3 is schematic block diagram of the charger formed in accordance with an

alternative version of the second embodiment of the present invention, showing the voltage level

feedback circuit connected to the D+ pin.

Figure 4 is schematic block diagram of the charger formed in accordance with a third

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As can be seen in Figure 1 of the drawings, in its simplest form, the charger 2 formed in

accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention includes at least one connector 4



(preferably a USB connector), a crossover switch 6, a pair of voltage dividers 8 and a power

supply 10.

The at least one connector of the charger preferably includes a plurality of pins including

at least one power pin 14 (on which is preferably +5 volts DC) which is used for charging an

external electronic device connected to the charger, a D- pin 16, a D+ pin 18 and a ground pin

20. The charger is electrically connected to a personal or other type of electronic device by

extending a USB cable or the like between the connector 4 of the charger 2 and the mating

connector of the electronic device.

A crossover switch 6 in electrical communication with the pair of voltage dividers 8 is

included to alternate the voltages at the D- pin 16 and the D+ pin 18 so that a plurality of

electronic devices may be compatible with and utilize the charger 2 . More specifically, referring

to Figure 1 of the drawings, it can be seen that the crossover switch 6 is preferably constructed as

a double pole, double throw switch formed of first and second sections which are ganged

together. The first wiper or common contact 22 of the first section of the switch 6 is in electrical

communication with the D- pin 16 of the connector 4, and the second wiper or common contact

24 of the second section of the switch 6 is in electrical communication with the D+ pin 18 of the

connector 4. The first output contact 26 of the first section of the switch 6 is in electrical

communication with a first voltage divider 30. The second output contact 28 of the first section

of the switch 6 is in electrical communication with a second voltage divider 32. The first output

contact 34 of the second section of the switch 6 is in electrical communication with the second

voltage divider 32. The second output contact 36 of the second section of the switch 6 is in

electrical communication with the first voltage divider 30. A power supply 10 (preferably

generating +5 volts DC) is in electrical communication with the power pin 14 of the charger

connector 4 to provide power to charge the electronic device connected thereto.

The first voltage divider 30 preferably includes a first resistor 50 and a second resistor 52

connected in series to the first resistor 50. One end of the first resistor 50 is connected to the +5

volt DC output of the power supply 10. One end of the second resistor 52 is connected to

ground. The junction defined by the interconnected ends of the first and second resistors 50, 52

is connected to the first output contact 26 of the first section of the switch 6 and the second

output contact 36 of the second section of the switch 6.



Similarly, the second voltage divider 32 preferably includes a first resistor 54 and a

second resistor 56 connected in series to the first resistor 54. One end of the first resistor 54 is

connected to the +5 volt DC output of the power supply 10. One end of the second resistor 56 is

connected to ground. The junction defined by the interconnected ends of the first and second

resistors 54, 56 is connected to the second output contact 28 of the first section of the switch 6

and the first output contact 34 of the second section of the switch 6.

By selecting the values of the pairs of interconnected resistors 50, 52 and 54, 56, the first

voltage divider 30 preferably provides an output voltage at its resistor junction of one of +2 volts

DC and +2.7 volts DC, and the second voltage divider 32 preferably provides an output voltage

at its resistor junction of the other of +2 volts DC and +2.7 volts DC.

In a first switch position of the crossover switch 6, the D- pin 16 on the charger connector

4 is set to the output voltage of the first voltage divider 30 and the D+ pin 18 is set to the output

voltage of the second voltage divider 32. By switching the crossover switch 6 to a second

position, the voltages at the D- pin 16 and the D+ pin 18 are swapped, as the D- pin 16 is now set

to the output voltage of the second voltage divider 32 and the D+ pin 18 is set to the output

voltage of the first voltage divider 30.

Conventionally, when a rechargeable electronic device is connected to a standard

charger, many devices will only accept charge if the voltages at the D- pin and the D+ pin,

corresponding to the specific output charging current of the charger, match the charging

specification of the electronic device. For example, some devices require that the D- pin have a

relative high voltage value such as 2.7 volts and the D+ pin have a relative low voltage value

such as 2 volts. Alternatively, some devices require that the D- pin have a relative low voltage

value such as 2 volts and the D+ pin have a relative high voltage value such as 2.7 volts. As

such, although the charger may be capable of supplying sufficient current to the electronic

device, the device may not accept charge from the charger unless the relative voltages match the

device's specifications.

The crossover switch 6 and voltage dividers 30, 32 in electrical communication therewith

allow the relative voltages on the D- and D+ pins 16, 18 to be swapped so that the charger 2 may

be selectively adapted to meet the charging specifications of the electronic device connected

thereto. For example, an iPad ™ personal electronic device utilizes a charger supplying a current



of about 2.1 amperes. When the iPad ™ device is connected to the charger 2, the device

evaluates the voltages at the D- and D+ pins 16, 18 to verify that a proper charger is connected

thereto. If the D- pin 16 is set to a relative low voltage such as 2 volts, and the D+ pin 18 is set

to a relative high voltage such as 2.7 volts, corresponding to a charger having approximately a

2 .1 ampere supply current matching the specification of the iPad ™ device, the device will be

compatible with the charger 2 and accept charge from the charger to charge its internal battery.

However, if the voltages at the D- and D+ pins 16, 18 are a relative high such as 2.7 volts and a

relative low such as 2 volts, respectively, the iPad ™ device will not accept charge from the

charger 2 and will not allow the charger to charge the battery of the device. To reconfigure the

voltages at the D- and D+ pins 16, 18 without the need to change chargers or connectors, the

position of the crossover switch 6 of the charger 2 of the present invention may be changed to

swap the relative voltages at the D- and D+ pins 16, 18, thereby matching the relative voltages at

the pins to the specifications of the iPad ™ device so that the iPad ™ device will accept charge

from the charger 2 to charge its internal battery. As long as the charger 2 can provide sufficient

current, for example, three (3) amperes, on the power pin 14 of the connector 4 to meet the

charging requirements of the electronic device to which it is connected, it will charge the internal

battery of the electronic device.

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 of the drawings, the charger 2 formed in accordance

with a second embodiment of the present invention further includes at least one current limiter

circuit 38 and voltage level feedback circuit 40. The current limiter circuit 38 is electrically

connected to the power supply 10 and controls, in response to signals sent by the voltage level

feedback circuit 40, the current supplied to the power pin 14 of the connector 4 and electronic

device electrically connected thereto.

More specifically, certain rechargeable electronic devices may accept high speed, high

current recharges while others only accept low current recharges. For example, the iPod ™

device requires a low current recharge, such as a one (1) ampere current, while the iPad ™

device accepts a high speed, high current recharge, such as a 2.1 ampere current. The power

supply 10 formed in accordance with the present invention is preferably constructed to be

capable of providing a high current charge, such as three (3) amperes. However, the high current

should be regulated to supply the appropriate current to a variety of devices, such as the low

current iPod ™ device and the high current iPad ™ device. Accordingly, the power supply 10 is



electrically connected to the current limiter circuit 38 that is controlled by the voltage feedback

circuit 40 in electrical communication with either the D- pin 16, as shown in Figure 2, or the D+

pin 18 as shown in Figure 3.

Even more specifically, and as shown in Figure 2, the feedback circuit 40 interconnects

the D- pin 16 of the connector 4 and first wiper or common contact 22 of the crossover switch 6

with a current control input on the current limiter circuit 38 to control the output current of the

current limiter circuit 38 to a specified current, such as one (1) ampere or 2.1 amperes, for

example, provided on the +5 volt charging pin 14 of the connector 4 . Similarly, in Figure 3, the

feedback circuit 40 interconnects the D+ pin 18 of the connector 4 and the second wiper or

common contact 24 of the crossover switch 6 with the current control input of the current limiter

circuit 38 to control the output current of the current limiter circuit 38 to a specified current (one

ampere or 2.1 amperes, for example) that is provided on the +5 volt charging pin 14 of the

connector 4.

When the voltages at the D- pin 16 and the D+ pin 18 are set to voltages corresponding to

a low current charge by the crossover switch 6, the voltage feedback circuit 40 connected thereto

directs the current limiter circuit 38 to supply a low current to the power pin 14 and electronic

device connected thereto. Similarly, when the voltages at the D- pin 16 and the D+ pin 18 are set

to voltages corresponding to a high current charge by the crossover switch 6, the voltage

feedback circuit 40 connected thereto directs the current limiter circuit 38 to supply a high

current to the power pin 14 and electronic device connected thereto.

As can be seen in Figure 4 of the drawings, the charger 2 formed in accordance with a

third embodiment of the present invention may further include a three-way crossover switch 7,

which adds to the previously described crossover switch 6 a third position that shorts together the

D+ and D- pins 16, 18, thereby matching the charging specifications of a Blackberry Playbook

™ device, thus allowing the Playbook ™ device to accept charge from the charger 2 to recharge

its internal battery.

More specifically, with respect to the embodiment shown in Figure 4, the three-way

crossover switch 7 is formed as a double pole, triple throw switch. As in the previous

embodiments shown in Figures 1-3, the first wiper or common contact 22 of the first section of

the switch 7 is connected to the D- pin 16 of the charger connector 4. Also, the second wiper or



common contact 24 of the second section of the switch 7 is, as before, connected to the D+ pin

18 of the charger connector 4. The first output contact 26 of the first section of the switch 7 is

connected to the resistor junction of the first voltage divider 30, as also shown in Figures 1-3,

and the second output contact 28 of the first section of the switch 7 is connected to the resistor

junction of the second voltage divider 32, as in the previous embodiments.

As also in the previous embodiments, the first output contact 34 of the second section of

the switch 7 is connected to the resistor junction of the second voltage divider 32, and the second

output contact 36 of the second section of the switch 7 is connected to the resistor junction of the

first voltage divider 30.

The third output contact 60 of the first section of the switch 7 is connected to the third

output contact 62 of the second section of the switch 7, and these third contacts 60, 62 are not

connected to either voltage divider 30, 32 and are, in essence, floating, at least when the

connector 4 is not connected to an external electronic device. Thus, for applications where the

charger 2 is envisioned to charge a Blackberry Playbook™ device, the switch 7 is moved into its

third position where an electrical circuit is made between the first wiper or common contact 22

and the third output contact 60 of the first section of the switch 7, and between the second wiper

or common contact 24 and the third output contact 62 of the second section of the switch 7, so

that the D- pin 16 and the D+ pin 18 on the charger connector 4 are provided with no voltages

from voltage dividers 30, 32. Then, the Blackberry Playbook™ device will be compatible with

the charger 2 of the present invention and accept charge from the charger 2, which is capable of

providing at least 1.8 amperes of current to charge the Playbook™ device.

As also shown in Figure 4 of the drawings, preferably the first voltage divider 30 includes

first resistor 50 (Rl), having a value of 43.2 K ohms, and second resistor 52 (R2), having a value

of 49.9 K ohms. Furthermore, preferably the second voltage divider 32 includes a first resistor

54 (R3), having a value of 75 K ohms, and a second resistor 56 (R4), having a value of 49.9 K

ohms. Such values of the resistors 50-54 (R1-R4), when the voltage dividers 30, 32 are

connected between a +5 volt DC source and ground, will provide the desired 2 volts and 2.7

volts on either the D- pin 16 or the D+ pin 18 of the charger connector 4.



Thus, it is envisioned to be within the scope of the present invention to include a charger

2 with a crossover switch having a plurality of positions to adapt the charger formed in

accordance with the present invention to charge a variety of devices.

Thus, to summarize some of the aspects of the present invention, a current selectable

USB charger 2 includes a universal serial bus (USB) connector 4, the USB connector 4 having a

D+ pin 18 and a D- pin 16, a crossover switch 6 electrically coupled to the D+ pin 18 and the D-

pin 16 of the USB connector 4, at least a first voltage divider 30 and a second voltage divider 32,

the at least first voltage divider 30 and the second voltage divider 32 being electrically coupled to

the crossover switch 6, and a power supply 10, the power supply 10 generating a power supply

voltage, the power supply 10 being electrically coupled to the at least first voltage divider 30 and

the second voltage divider 32 and providing the power supply voltage to the at least first voltage

divider 30 and the second voltage divider 32.

The crossover switch 6 may be a double pole, double throw switch, or a double pole,

triple throw switch, or another form of a switch.

The first voltage divider 30 preferably includes a first resistor 50 and a second resistor 52.

The first and second resistors 50, 52 are connected together in series to define a first electrical

junction having a first voltage thereon. The second voltage divider 32 preferably includes a third

resistor 54 and a fourth resistor 56. The third and fourth resistors 54, 56 are connected together

in series to define a second electrical junction having a second voltage thereon.

The first electrical junction of the first voltage divider 30 is electrically coupled to the

crossover switch 6, and the second electrical junction of the second voltage divider 32 is also

electrically coupled to the crossover switch 6. Thus, the first voltage divider 30 and the second

voltage divider 32 respectively provide the first voltage and the second voltage to the crossover

switch 6.

Even more preferably, the crossover switch 6 includes a first pole circuit having a first

common contact 22, a first output contact 26 and a second output contact 28, and a second pole

circuit having a second common contact 24, a third output contact 34 and a fourth output contact

36. The first voltage divider provides the first voltage to the first output contact 26 of the first

pole circuit and to the fourth output contact 36 of the second pole circuit. The second voltage

divider 32 provides the second voltage to the second output contact 28 of the first pole circuit



and to the third output contact 34 of the second pole circuit. The first common contact 22 of the

first pole circuit is electrically coupled to the D- pin 16 of the USB connector 4, and the second

common contact 24 of the second pole circuit is electrically coupled to the D+ pin 18 of the USB

connector 4 .

In the above embodiment of the present invention, the crossover switch 6 is switchable

between at least a first state and a second state. Accordingly, the crossover switch 6 provides the

first voltage to the D- pin 16 and the second voltage to the D+ pin 18 of the USB connector 4

when the switch 6 is in the first state, and provides the first voltage to the D+ pin 18 and the

second voltage to the D- pin 16 of the USB connector 4 when the switch 6 is in the second state.

In another embodiment of the present invention, the crossover switch 7 of the current

selectable USB charger 2 is switchable to a third state (see Figure 4). Also, preferably, the first

pole circuit of the crossover switch 7 includes a fifth output contact 60 and the second pole

circuit includes a sixth output contact 62. The first voltage is not provided to the fifth output

contact 60 of the first pole circuit and the sixth output contact 62 of the second pole circuit, and

the second voltage is not provided to the fifth output contact 60 of the first pole circuit and the

sixth output contact 62 of the second pole circuit. Accordingly, when the crossover switch 7 is

in the third state, the crossover switch 7 does not provide the first voltage to the D- pin 16 and

the second voltage to the D+ pin 8 of the USB connector 4, and also does not provide the first

voltage to the D+ pin 18 and the second voltage to the D- pin 16 of the USB connector 4 when

the switch 7 is in the third state.

In another preferred form of the present invention, the current selectable USB charger 2

further includes a current limiter 38 (see Figures 2 and 3). The current limiter 38 is electrically

coupled to the power supply 10. The current selectable USB charger 2 also preferably includes a

feedback circuit 40. The feedback circuit 40 is electrically coupled to the current limiter 38 and

to the USB connector 4.

Even more preferably, the feedback circuit 40 is electrically coupled to the D- pin 16 of

the USB connector 4 (see Figure 2). In this embodiment, the current limiter 38 includes a

current control input, the feedback circuit 40 being electrically coupled to the current control

input. The feedback circuit 40 provides a voltage on the D- pin 16 of the USB connector 4 to the

current control input of the current limiter 38. The current limiter 38 controls a current



associated with the power supply voltage to a predetermined first current in response to the

voltage on the D- pin 16 of the USB connector 4 .

Alternatively, the feedback circuit 40 of the current selectable USB charger 2 is

electrically coupled to the D+ pin 18 of the USB connector 4 (see Figure 3). In this embodiment,

the feedback circuit 40, being electrically coupled to the current control input, provides a voltage

on the D+ pin 18 of the USB connector 4 to the current control input of the current limiter 38.

The current limiter 38 controls the current associated with the power supply voltage to a

predetermined second current in response to the voltage on the D+ pin 18 of the USB connector

4 .

The charger 2 formed in accordance with the present invention provides a selectable

charge current to accommodate a host of rechargeable electronic devices, limiting the need for

device specific chargers or a charger with multiple connectors. The charger 2 may be connected

to the electronic device and the appropriate charging current may be selected by manipulating the

crossover switch 6.

Although illustrative embodiments of the present invention have been described herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the invention is not

limited to those precise embodiments, and that various other changes and modifications may be

effected therein by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope or spirit of the

invention.



What is Claimed is:

1. A current selectable USB charger, which comprises:

a universal serial bus (USB) connector, the USB connector having a D+ pin and a D- pin;

a crossover switch electrically coupled to the D+ pin and the D- pin of the USB

connector;

at least a first voltage divider and a second voltage divider, the at least first voltage

divider and the second voltage divider being electrically coupled to the crossover switch; and

a power supply, the power supply generating a power supply voltage, the power supply

being electrically coupled to the at least first voltage divider and the second voltage divider and

providing the power supply voltage to the at least first voltage divider and the second voltage

divider.

2. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 1, wherein the crossover

switch is a double pole, double throw switch

3. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 1, wherein the crossover

switch is a double pole, triple throw switch.

4. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim , wherein the first voltage

divider includes a first resistor and a second resistor, the first and second resistors being

connected together in series to define a first electrical junction having a first voltage thereon, and

wherein the second voltage divider includes a third resistor and a fourth resistor, the third and

fourth resistors being connected together in series to define a second electrical junction having a

second voltage thereon, the first electrical junction of the first voltage divider being electrically

coupled to the crossover switch, the second electrical junction of the second voltage divider

being electrically coupled to the crossover switch, the first voltage divider and the second

voltage divider respectively providing the first voltage and the second voltage to the crossover

switch.

5. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 4, wherein the crossover

switch includes a first pole circuit having a first common contact, a first output contact and a



second output contact, and a second pole circuit having a second common contact, a third output

contact and a fourth output contact, the first voltage divider providing the first voltage to the first

output contact of the first pole circuit and to the fourth output contact of the second pole circuit,

the second voltage divider providing the second voltage to the second output contact of the first

pole circuit and to the third output contact of the second pole circuit, the first common contact of

the first pole circuit being electrically coupled to the D- pin of the USB connector, the second

common contact of the second pole circuit being electrically coupled to the D+ pin of the USB

connector;

wherein the crossover switch is switchable between at least a first state and a second

state; and

wherein the crossover switch provides the first voltage to the D- pin and the second

voltage to the D+ pin of the USB connector when the switch is in the first state, and provides the

first voltage to the D+ pin and the second voltage to the D- pin of the USB connector when the

switch is in the second state.

6. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 5, wherein the crossover

switch is switchable to a third state; and

wherein the crossover switch does not provide the first voltage to the D- pin and the

second voltage to the D+ pin of the USB connector when the switch is in the third state, and does

not provide the first voltage to the D+ pin and the second voltage to the D- pin of the USB

connector when the switch is in the third state.

7. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 5, wherein the crossover

switch is switchable to a third state;

wherein the first pole circuit includes a fifth output contact and the second pole circuit

includes a sixth output contact, the first voltage not being provided to the fifth output contact of

the first pole circuit and the sixth output contact of the second pole circuit, and the second

voltage not being provided to the fifth output contact of the first pole circuit and the sixth output

contact of the second pole circuit; and



wherein the crossover switch does not provide the first voltage to the D- pin and the

second voltage to the D+ pin of the USB connector when the switch is in the third state, and does

not provide the first voltage to the D+ pin and the second voltage to the D- pin of the USB

connector when the switch is in the third state.

8. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 1, which further comprises:

a current limiter, the current limiter being electrically coupled to the power supply; and

a feedback circuit, the feedback circuit being electrically coupled to the current limiter

and to the USB connector.

9. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 8, wherein the feedback

circuit is electrically coupled to the D- pin of the USB connector; and

wherein the current limiter includes a current control input, the feedback circuit being

electrically coupled to the current control input, the feedback circuit providing a voltage on the

D- pin of the USB connector to the current control input of the current limiter, the current limiter

controlling a current associated with the power supply voltage to a predetermined first current in

response to the voltage on the D- pin of the USB connector.

10. A current selectable USB charger as defined by Claim 8, wherein the feedback

circuit is electrically coupled to the D+ pin of the USB connector; and

wherein the current limiter includes a current control input, the feedback circuit being

electrically coupled to the current control input, the feedback circuit providing a voltage on the

D+ pin of the USB connector to the current control input of the current limiter, the current limiter

controlling a current associated with the power supply voltage to a predetermined second current

in response to the voltage on the D+ pin of the USB connector.
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